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Stadium steel

Backer bar keeps
weld from leaking out



Backer bar keeps
weld from leaking out



Heat distortion from
weld

Makes installation
harder if it twists the end
plate



Column base plate
Thick for heavy loads



What kind of decking is
this?





Shop bolted connection

Steel shim for installation
tolerance
Splice plate for column



Mildly Slotted holes

Must be a connection
that needs some
installation tolerance



Plate twisting from
welding heat

Will likely make
installation more
difficult

Fillet weld



Cover plating of
web to increase
the web load
capacity





Starbucks steel frame



Multi-floor column to
improve structural
continuity



Decking pre-staged

Steel is in placing
stage,
Only one or two bolts in
until frame is plumbed,
then frame enters bolt-
up stage



During the placing stage for the
frame only one or two bolts are
installed per connection, this lets
the frame move during the
plumbing and squaring operation



Shop welded angle







The steel erector attaches
cables to both axis of the frame
and uses a turnbuckle to tighten
the cables and pull the frame
into perfect square and plumb



Squaring cable looped around
column
Turn turnbuckle to pull column in or
release turnbuckle and tighten
opposite cable to move column out



This part of the frame has been
fully bolted up and is ready for
decking







Steel sized for max allowable
deflection could make a more
“bouncy” floor

Adding diagonal “bridging” can
stiffen the floor without upsizing
the steel







Angles are shop welded with the proper
amount of projection to extend into the
girder’s web



The beams that carry a stair from floor to landing is called a “stringer”.

Stringers are often fabricated from channels with angles shop welded to
speed the installation of bent metal plates called “pans” between them.
The pans get filled with concrete to complete the steel stair.



Bent metal plate “pans” to be installed
between the stringers and filled with
concrete to finish the steel pan stair



Almost Architecture 

Chem-Bio building steel frame



First assembly, one bolt per connection, finger tight 







Two people move around the plumbed frame installing remaining bolts and tightening, the “bolt-up” phase 



Braced in the short axis with diagonals, long axis
with existing building



Braced in the short axis with diagonals, steel tube
and gusset plate



Some connections bolted type 2 connections, some
welded type 1 moment resisting

Setting a flag on the frame was part of the “topping-
out” ceremony when the last piece of steel was set.
Sometimes the whole crew signs the last beam



Moment connections on cantilever: engage flanges
to resist rotation moment….if the connected beam
doesn’t twist.



Angles welded on outriggers allow the floor and wall
to meet outside of the plane of structure



Angles welded on outriggers allow the floor
and wall to meet outside of the plane of
structure angles with slotted holes in them
hold up a corrosion resistant angle that
carries the hokie stone and precast façade
parts



Decking spans across steel beams, shear studs
welded through decking to beam make concrete
floor slab act like the compressive member of this
composite construction



Openings in the floor and roof are framed with separate steel beams
holding up the edges of the opening. The deck will be cut out
between the beams with a torch



Electrical conduit to feed wall outlets and overhead
lights are laid on the decking, then a welded wire
mesh is rolled out (slab reinforcing) and finally the
slab is poured on top of the decking



Electrical conduit to feed wall outlets and
overhead lights are laid on the decking, then
a welded wire mesh is rolled out (slab
reinforcing) and finally the slab is poured on
top of the decking

Shear stud

+
Dimples in decking to mechanically engage
concrete

=

Composite steel and concrete
structure



As concrete is being poured in one part of the
building, fireproofing subcontractors are spraying the
steel to protect it from fire



No more architectureSprayed-on Mineral fiber
Fire insulation




